A few years ago, the global consulting firm McKinsey and Company began issuing a series of increasingly urgent reports concerning “automation” and the future of work. Defining automation broadly as artificial intelligence and “other digital technologies,” the company promised in its reports that it could advise companies how they might prepare. Amidst this flurry of publication, McKinsey produced several articles specifically on the theme of “The Future of Work in Black America.” With “a new and proprietary data set”—a data set so proprietary readers were not privileged to see it—McKinsey claimed that “automation” would hurt the job prospects of Black Americans, and in particular Black men, more deeply and more broadly than any other demographic group in the United States. The jobs Black people held, McKinsey seemed to believe, were precisely those best performed by robots. For McKinsey’s analysts, this conclusion was all but obvious when one considered, first, the racist exclusion of Black Americans from the resources of society, and second, the levels of education required to obtain the jobs Black people in America disproportionately hold, like “truck drivers, food service workers, and office clerks.”

Contrary to the claims of McKinsey’s analysts, however, “automation” was not the threat it seemed. Between 2005 and 2018—precisely the moment when, according to McKinsey, technological developments “put us on the cusp of a new automation age”—the US economy suffered a dramatic slowdown in labor productivity. The Bureau of Labor Statistics called the drop off in productivity “one of the most consequential economic phenomena of the last two decades,” constituting nothing less than a “swift rebuke of the popular idea of that time that we had entered a new era of heightened technological progress.”

How a period of remarkable sluggishness in labor productivity could be confused for its precise opposite—and by those who claim to possess expert knowledge in such things—is a question for another day. Instead, for the present, we must ask why in the managerial imagination the mere idea of the mechanical abolition of labor immediately implicates the jobs held by Black people. For even during periods of high productivity, like, for example, the middle of the twentieth century, claims that “automation” would abolish the jobs of Black people ignored the many ways in which changes to the labor process intensified and degraded their labor, leading both to high unemployment and speed-up on the line. “All Automation has meant to us is unemployment and overwork,” said one autoworker in the mid-1950s,
“Both at the same time.” Or in the words the League of Revolutionary Black Workers, again in reference to the automobile industry, this time in the 1960s: “A process called ‘niggermation,’ is more pervasive than automation. Often new black workers are forced to do the work of two white men.” Nevertheless, McKinsey’s analysts assumed that technological progress necessarily meant the elimination of Black workers from the labor process. That assumption has a history. It is an old story in American history, one that casts Black Americans as especially ill-suited both to industrial society and modernity. William Jones has named it the Myth of Black Ulysses. One might also call it the Myth of Black Obsolescence.

To understand the significance of this myth, it helps to work backward from the rise of the automation discourse itself. After a discussion of the ideological origins of the automation discourse in the middle of the twentieth century, it will then serve to consider how many of the discourse’s rhetorical features came into existence over a century earlier in an effort to denigrate Black workers in an industrializing United States, including among those reformers who suggested that Black Americans required special training to join the new industrial labor force. This same dynamic—arguments of human obsolescence and the salve of job training—became central in the mid-twentieth century automation discourse, in which the myth of Black obsolescence took on a new life, where a few good liberals then defended the institution of slavery in principle. To conclude, we bring the story into the meatpacking industry of the present to see how the myth and the automation discourse continued up to the turn of the twenty-first century to obscure the contributions of Black workers in the United States.

The Myth of Black Obsolescence, a Model for the Automation Discourse

Historically the word “automation” has been more a descriptor of ideology than engineering, one that employers used to obscure, not eliminate, the necessity of human labor. It has meant something much more than the simple rise or fall in the rate of productivity. Coined by managers in the automobile industry in the interwar period, the word “automation” only came into common parlance in the years after World War II and served to describe a belief that the human body had reached the limit of its industrial usefulness. Playing off the technological enthusiasm of the postwar period, managers used the term “automation” to argue that society had reached a new and unprecedented epoch in human history where technological progress itself meant that physical human labor, in particular in industry, was fast becoming obsolete. In fact, what employers, engineers, journalists, politicians, and even some union leaders called “automation” was materially indistinguishable from the long history of mechanization. Sometimes a technical change in the labor process might reduce labor in a narrow portion of the labor process—like the transfer machine in engine building or the speed of calculations in an office computer—but often these changes merely sped up the human labor already present. In one example, office “automation” in the postwar period led to the expansion of the number of clerical workers employed in the United States, not their reduction.

Rather, what was new in the postwar period, especially in the automobile industry where the term “automation” was first coined, was the codified, enduring presence on the shop floor of a powerful industrial union movement. In an era where outright
hostility to the principle of collective bargaining was no longer possible, “automation” was a way for employers to escape the bargaining table by deploying the technological optimism of the postwar era to argue that unionized workers had become technologically obsolete. Most remarkable, however, was not that employers deployed the automation discourse, but rather that so many across the political spectrum agreed—from Marxist Humanists to radical feminists, New Deal liberals to New Left activists, titans of industry to union leaders. The postwar automation discourse held that industrial progress meant that human labor, in particular physical labor in industry, was becoming ever more obsolete—that technological progress and the (inevitable) elimination of physical human labor were the same thing. This was likewise a reprise of an older claim from the nineteenth century, in which employers and reformers argued that technological progress would have no place specifically for Black labor because Black workers were themselves not ready for the industrial future. In the minds of industrial capital and its managers since the latter part of the nineteenth century, it would seem, Black workers have forever been on the brink of industrial obsolescence.11

According to the myth of Black obsolescence, a Black person’s labor and machine-action were basically equivalent, for both performed the same task: degraded physical labor. The machine and a Black person’s labor could appear as functional equivalents, at least among some who equated industrialization with social progress, because there already existed the notion of a specific kind of work that was coded as essentially unthinking, almost purely physical with little intervention of the mind, work that was in and of itself essentially coercive, done at the command of another—that is, the activity of an enslaved person.12

The myth of Black obsolescence was, obviously, false. The labor of Black workers was essential to industrializing America, and it goes without saying that Black workers were no less thinking in their labor than other workers. The racist myth persisted because it naturalized exploitation, and as such lent itself to those who wished to have labor more cheaply or to exclude Black people from a shop entirely. By arguing that Black workers were not ready for industrial society, employers (and white workers) could claim that the cheapening and exploitation of labor was a trait of Black workers themselves, a fact merely revealed by technological change, rather than the result of the hiring and managerial practices of employers.

What management would argue for all workers in the second half of the twentieth century under the sign of “automation,” they had for the previous century maintained in their defense of the speedup and degradation of the jobs of Black workers. One can read this particular history as yet another variation on Ruha Benjamin’s claim that, “in many ways Black people already live in the future,” or, as N. D. B. Connolly has argued, that neoliberalism was the universalization of “the black side of liberalism write large, the blackening of the American polity as a whole.” Practices that other workers faced later and perhaps less terribly were, historically, often first experienced by Black Americans. As such, official responses to both the myth of Black obsolescence and the automation discourse were similar. For those persuaded that technological progress made physical human labor obsolete, the answer was not to challenge the definition of “progress,” but rather to correct the shortcomings of workers. In just the same way that reformers in the late nineteenth century demanded that
Black workers receive not control over the labor process, but special vocational training to make them better material for industrial purposes, so would the United States respond in the second half of the twentieth century that all unskilled workers were somehow retrograde. In the early twenty-first century, this would be McKinsey’s answer, too.13

One could argue that it was mechanization itself—mere technological change—that eventually led to the development of the automation discourse, and that the myth of Black obsolescence was more an eddy in the flow of the discourse rather than a source. But timing might indicate otherwise. The myth of Black obsolescence arose in the United States in the early nineteenth century, more or less simultaneously with industrialization. Its early articulation points, once again, to the critical importance of racism in the understanding of work and freedom in the United States. The myth contributed to the idea that certain people, because of their human frame, were superfluous to industrial progress. Once accepted in relation to Black workers, it did not require a great leap of creativity or genius to apply the same denigrating logic to all workers. Particularly in moments of economic transition or uncertainty, American managers could return to the myth to blame the dispossessed for their own penury, shifting the focus of discussion away from capital and onto the shoulders of working people. In the effort to cheapen work, managers and owners needed prototypes, precedents that could be established and then expanded. The idea that some people were in principle unfit for the future could then become an explanation for the unfitness of all working people. In other words, the rhetorical move to blame workers as being unprepared for the “new” economy begins, again and again, with the myth of Black obsolescence.

The Machine and the Rise of the Myth of Black Obsolescence

The myth of Black obsolescence arose in the United States along with accelerating industrialization over the course of the nineteenth century. Skilled Black artisans and craft workers were by no means unknown in the cities of colonial America, but the establishment of the Republic witnessed a heightening of racist restrictions throughout the nation as white craftsmen and lawmakers radically narrowed Black Americans’ access to skilled trades. Incipient industrialization throughout the nineteenth century, as well as a notion of free labor and Republican virtue coded as belonging to white men, led white lawmakers to explicitly shut Black workers out of access to formal craft training. In pursuit of cutting Black workers out of the trades, some northern and border states outlawed Black immigration to their territories entirely. Slave states passed proscriptions throughout the 1820s and 1830s to exclude enslaved and free Black workers from the crafts. Charleston prohibited enslaved workers an apprenticeship in “any mechanic or handcraft trade,” with “menial” positions “necessarily confined to coloured persons.” Free Black people in Savannah, Georgia, could not reside in the city—and therefore could not practice a trade there—until they forfeited a $100 remittance. In 1822, the city council of New Orleans outlawed Black people from holding municipal jobs, even as by midcentury approximately half of all Black men working in New Orleans practiced skilled trades.14
A key element in what would become the myth of Black obsolescence held that Black workers were in the main unskilled, their labor essentially unthinking and mechanistic. Yet, obviously, Black people had successfully practiced the formal crafts. In other words, even as Black workers performed a great deal of skilled labor in antebellum New Orleans, still the city fathers preferred to think of all Black workers as unskilled. By the second quarter of the nineteenth century, this presumption of skilllessness and obsolescence found energetic expression in the celebration of industrial machinery.

On the eve of the Civil War, Thomas Ewbank, former United States Commissioner of Patents, sought to demonstrate how technological progress would end slavery by rendering the labor of Black people obsolete. In his *Inorganic Forces Ordained to Supersede Human Slavery*, (which, according to the *New York Daily Tribune*’s positive review, “attracted much attention”), Ewbank asserted that different races were best suited to perform different kinds of work “The white race,” he asserted, “is the leading one.” The “other races” were to follow both its example and command. In this ostensibly natural division of labor, the “forced labor of blacks” was necessary to maintain civilization. In this way, Ewbank reprised James Henry Hammond’s “mud sill” proposition that every accomplished society rested upon the exploited labor of lesser beings. Like Hammond, Ewbank defended slavery in principle by asserting that Black people lacked the intellectual capacity to govern themselves. “The development of high intellectual endowments is retarded,” he said, “that [they] may contribute labor incompatible with them.” This state of affairs would have seemed to condemn Black people to slavery in perpetuity, at least if humanity wished to continue on its unending road to “progress.”

Luckily, or so Ewbank reasoned, the rise of industrial machinery and the burning of fossil fuels would soon perform precisely the kind of work to which he believed Black people were best suited, that is, unthinking and physically grueling bodily labor. According to the former Commissioner of Patents, the purpose of society’s nascent industrial apparatus was to do the work of enslaved people, and because in Ewbank’s mind slavery was an inevitable result of nature, it followed that only nature-conquering machines could rid the nation of the practice. “But for this wonderful and most beneficent provision,” wrote Ewbank, “negroes would be captured and sold in greater numbers than ever. There would be no end to their enthralment [sic].”

The new sources of power were, therefore, a godsend for those who took exception to the peculiar institution. Ewbank had some surprising allies in this conviction, especially considering that it presupposed the necessity of slave labor as a part of civilized life. It was a writer for none other than *The Liberator* who demanded “the invention of machines to do slave labor” to speed slavery’s abolition, while *The Atlantic Monthly* held out the hope that the development of the “iron bound, coal eating slave,” would mean that “we shall at last have a safe subject, available for all sorts of drudgery.”

Nor was Ewbank the first to see industrial mechanism as a fit replacement for coerced labor. Oliver Evans, inventor of a much-celebrated automatic flour mill, wrote in 1805 that steam “at once presents us with a faithful servant, at command in all places, in all seasons.” Edward Everett, governor of Massachusetts, praised industrial machinery in 1837 as an “orderly population” of natural slaves that were
subject to an absolute control without despotism; laboring night and day for their owners, without the crimes and woes of slavery . . . [that] annually lavishes the product of one million pairs of hands.”

On the occasion of the laying of the first trans-Atlantic telegraph cable, Joseph Henry, first secretary of the Smithsonian, celebrated “the subjection of the innate powers of the material world to the control of the intellect as the obedient slaves of civilized man.”

The recurrent mechanical analogy to slavery in the mid-nineteenth century, in particular among northern critics of the institution who assumed slave labor was necessarily unskilled, prefigured many elements of the future automation discourse, in particular, a conceptual opposition between the idea of mindless bodily labor (understood as necessary but bestial), and the overseer’s work of the mind. Abolitionist John G. Whittier declared that “slave-labor is the labor of mere machines,” while an Attorney General of the United States insisted in 1865 that “the law of slavery makes the man a mere machine.” According to Scientific American, the steam engine was the “slave of the human intellect.” Once installed, “the workman could take his proper place and oversee the ‘slave’ that saves him unnecessary toil and labor.” In 1860, Wendell Phillips insisted that technological progress “made hands worth less and brains worth more,” and that this—the elevation of mind over body—necessarily meant, “the death of Slavery.” George Opdyke, future mayor of New York City, criticized slavery for rendering enslaved people “merely productive machines belonging to owners and subject to their will.” In fact, slavery “completely separates Labor from Skill, and converts the former into Capital,” that is, mere mechanical action.

For his part, Ewbank said relatively little as to what role formerly enslaved people would play in the economic life of the nation once their labor was substituted by industrial mechanism. As his pamphlet went to press, the “colonization” movement was finding its fortunes momentarily renewed. Long ailing since its peak in the 1830s, in the crisis period of the late 1850s the proposal to remove Black people physically from the United States enjoyed a revival in the Republican Party. A softer vision of extermination, colonization could appeal to the many who opposed slavery but remained, nevertheless, anti-Black. Ewbank’s take on the problem lent the proposal a certain technical allure. His story of technological progress itself could seem to ratify in iron laws of economic development the fantasies of those who wished to ethnically cleanse the nation.

Even so, Ewbank held out some hope for Black Americans, for though he believed they could never hope to reach the same attainments in culture or science as white people, still he argued they possessed a “germ” of the “element of progress” that distinguished humanity from the rest of creation. Therefore, once the labor of Black people had been replaced by industrial machines and fossil fuels, they themselves would need improving if they wished to have a place in the rising industrial order. The new mechanisms would help with this. As machines performed more of the work to which Black people were naturally suited, Ewbank prophesied, the small portion of the progressive germ that belonged to Black people would quicken and grow. In his words, the slave would become “an overseer.”

Here in Ewbank’s argument lay the main elements of both the myth of Black obsolescence and what would become the automation discourse. First, that some kinds
of work were naturally degraded, thoughtless, and physically grueling—that is, essentially slave-like. Second, that the built world should ideally act like an enslaved person. And, finally, that if Black people were to continue to have any purpose in the new machine age, they would necessarily need to be improved.

Racism and the Industrial Meaning of Work

The industrial meaning of Black labor varied across time and space. In the years before the Civil War, generally speaking, northern industrialists refused to hire Black workers in their factories, while Southern owners made ready use of enslaved people and dispossessed free people. By the century’s end, managers both North and South excluded Black workers from skilled or semi-skilled machine operating positions, often (but not always), with the support of white workers. When Black workers did gain employment in factories, employers often relegated them to positions at the bottom rung of the workforce in jobs considered unskilled and nonmechanical, like janitorial positions and foundry work.

As Americans found ways to reconcile ideas of industrial laboring with masculinity and citizenship alike, employers and many white workers saw to the marginalization and, often, exclusion of Black people from many, although by no means all, workplaces. With industrial jobs becoming theoretically consistent with white masculinity, white workers themselves often policed their shops, denying the “manhood” of Black male workers in order to eliminate competition and preserve their own place in the racist hierarchy. “Thereafter emerged an insidious new idea,” Jacqueline Jones has observed, “that black people were incapable of working with machines.”

Blaming the victims of discrimination for the actions of those who sought to exclude them was, needless to say, a large concession to a fundamentally racist claim. Yet that was precisely what many social reformers of the era did. The notion that machines had displaced Black workers in particular informed certain elements of the racial “uplift” movement of the late nineteenth century. According to Samuel Chapman Armstrong, founder of the Hampton Institute, one of the first industrial schools aimed at educating freedpeople, Black workers were “dependent” and “backward,” and so needed special help in holding a place in industrial society. Other classes and nationalities were “thousands of years ahead of the Negro in the arts of civilization,” wrote Booker T. Washington, even as his Tuskegee Institute attempted to dispel that very idea. Washington attributed the marginal position of Black workers in the economy to the poverty and ignorance of Black workers themselves, rather than racist hiring practices. With the end of slavery, he claimed, too many of the freedpeople had “not learned the vast difference between working and being worked.” It was a perennial feature of the myth of Black obsolescence, and would also prove a central feature of the automation discourse’s emphasis on the importance of “job-training” for those people structurally excluded from the labor market.

Rather than provide direct access to employment, reformers throughout the twentieth century and into the twenty-first would hold out the questionable (and too often, empty) promise of job training for precarious and unemployed Black workers as a solution to the inequities of the American economy. Throughout, the central premise of this kind of reform held that workers’ struggles originated with the workers
themselves, that their exclusion from the job market reflected individual failings rather than an unjust political economy. In this case, reformers and US Commissioners of Patents agreed that there was something ineffably backward about Black people and their labor; history in its forward march threatened to leave them behind.

In addition to the claim that Black workers were ill suited to mechanized production, employers in the first quarter of the twentieth century justified the relegation of Black laborers to the worst and most toilsome industrial jobs by claiming that Black bodies in particular were best suited to dangerous environments. The picture they drew was that of a blunt instrument—not the hammer, but the anvil. Between the nineteen-teens and into the twenties, managers at the Ford Motor Company insisted that Black employees did not mind the stifling closeness of extreme heat in the way a white worker would, and that this explained their concentration in the company’s foundries, amounting to more than two-thirds of all Black workers at Ford’s massive River Rouge complex between 1918 and 1928.28 “The dark pigment of the negro’s skin,” said one manager at a factory in Beloit, Wisconsin, that produced metal instruments, “made him less susceptible to high temperatures than a white foundry worker.” Glass manufacturers in Pennsylvania likewise insisted that Black women who labored in their manufactories “stand the heat better than a white girl.”29 Coal mining operators in West Virginia swore that Black miners made for good coal loaders because their bodies were less vulnerable to dank, miasmic caverns “where the air is bad.”30

The case of coal mining was particularly telling. There, as in other industrialized jobs, racist and gendered assumptions could turn on a dime when the opportunity suited owners. When applied to a white man doing the same task, the hazard and difficulty of mining might and often did earn a worker greater respect and sometimes more pay. When done by a Black miner, a manager could claim that the job was unworthy of a human being, a task beneath a person’s dignity and therefore not befitting recognition or better wages. Outside of mining, employers degraded the meaning of work most dramatically when the job belonged to a Black woman, as in, for example, commercial steam laundries. To be clear, managers did not assign Black workers degraded industrial jobs because, in the impassioned throes of pseudoscientific racism, they honestly believed the bodies of Black people were particularly well-suited to physically demanding labor. Rather, with a class of workers on hand that they believed they could super-exploit, employers designed degraded work especially for them. They lowered pay, worried themselves less over the danger of the job, and, when compelled by criticism, rationalized away the obvious injustice.31

Employers wielded racist double-standards to degrade working conditions and then to assign the most arduous and poorly paid jobs to Black workers. In meatpacking, Black workers walked the killing floor. In the steel mills they fed the raging furnaces, and in the automobile factories they sweated in the red blast of the foundry. By no means was any of this work easy or simple. It made rigorous demands upon mind and body. Yet employers called it unskilled and paid cheaply for it.32 Nor were these jobs nonmechanized. In 1930, the managers at the Stockham Pipe and Fitting foundry in Birmingham, Alabama, rearranged their grey-iron department, where most but not all the workers were Black, along an assembly line—the archetypical
symbol of mechanized production. According to Hosea Hudson, who worked in the department as a molder, production of cast metal shot up by a factor of four as employees now labored at a faster machine pace. “Naturally,” he said, “wages didn’t go hand in hand with the speed-up in production.” In this case, the mechanization of metal casting intensified the labor of workers. Yet according to defenders of the segregated factory, this was the labor that machines supposedly did away with.

Of course, Black workers did not simply accept these terms. Migration and world war churned the waters and launched a wave of antiracist activism in the workshops, largely in the industrial North. While employers sought to limit Black participation in industrial laboring to a degraded sliver—as “strike insurance”—Black Americans fought to gain entry to both the shopfloor and union hall. The Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porter’s long fight to wrest recognition from both the Pullman Company and the American Federation of Labor bore fruit in 1935 (won at the expense of the Pullman maids, who were excluded from the bargaining unit). Interracial organizing in the at least nominally antiracist CIO led to a greater inclusion of Black (again, mostly male) workers in basic industry, in particular in meat-packing, although even then CIO leaders did little to challenge the marginalization of Black workers to “black jobs.”

Nevertheless, activism did lead to important legal victories, like the March on Washington movement’s winning of the Fair Employment Practice Committee (FEPC), which provided a limited but nevertheless valuable tool with which to compel employers to hire Black workers across industries and departments. The wartime labor shortage created an opening for Black workers to expand their foothold in “good” industrial jobs that would persist into the postwar period. Racist hiring and employment conditions still obtained, but relatively low unemployment for Black workers in the first decade following the Second World War meant that Black workers could reap a portion, albeit undersized, of the swelling new abundance.

Yet well into the 1960s, employers continued to relegate Black workers to low-skill and semi-skilled industrial jobs. As late as the turn of 1960, for example, barely 1 percent of participants in United Auto Workers skilled trades apprenticeship programs were Black, and this in a CIO union that styled itself a champion of civil rights. And just as Black Americans gained access to the ranks of semi-skilled industrial employment, the mechanism that was to launch all Americans into the new middle class, the ground shifted beneath their feet.

The Rise of the Automation Discourse

After World War II, a new ideological spin on an old idea issued from the corporate boardroom, this time from the engineering department of the Ford Motor Company. Management called this new idea automation. “I, for one, want to think of automation as a new concept—a new philosophy—of manufacturing,” said D. S. Harder, the vice president at Ford who first coined the term in the mid-1940s. More than any particular species of mechanism or method, the word “automation” described a belief that technological progress meant the elimination of human beings from industrial production. Playing off the enthusiasm newly invigorated by the technological
marvels produced by war and publicly funded scientific research, employers hoped to argue that their attempts to squeeze more labor out of workers was not their choice but rather an apolitical consequence of progress itself. Genuinely impressed by such feats as the splitting of the atom and the invention of the electronic digital computer, most Americans were ready to believe in the automation discourse.

Unfortunately, society was not poised on the brink of the technological abolition of human labor. Contrary to the large boasts going straight from the manager’s suite to the editorial page of practically every major newspaper and magazine, workers across industries described postwar “automation” not as a new era in technical mastery, but rather as a continuation of the old techniques of speed up and labor intensification.

The myth of Black obsolescence had in many ways prefigured this ideological move. The claim that industry made Black labor obsolete had been a foretaste of an argument that would only a few decades later help to degrade conditions for all industrial workers. Once again, Black people already lived in the future. Since the last quarter of the nineteenth century, racist employers had insisted that Black workers were technologically regressive, and, therefore, that the labor of Black workers—cast erroneously as particularly embodied, more physical, less intellectual—held little use for industrial society, even as employers extracted increasing wealth from that labor. Now, through the automation discourse, management extended the myth of black obsolescence to all industrial workers, in what one might call a myth of human obsolescence. As one of the discourse’s most vocal proponents put it, management sought “an escape from designing in terms of the limitations of human operators.”

Certainly the idea of “automation” appealed to automobile executives. In the postwar period, employers across the nation faced a powerful labor movement entrenched on the shop floor and armed with the 1935 National Labor Relations Act, which compelled bosses to bargain with workers. More surprising were the automation discourse’s pro-labor adherents. Believing in the utopian possibilities of technological innovation as much as anyone, union leaders and Left intellectuals saw in “automation” the possibility for universal liberation. Soon, they hoped, all would be free from the indignities of industrial production. “Thus,” wrote Herbert Marcuse, “economic freedom would mean freedom from the economy—from being controlled by economic forces and relationships; freedom from the daily struggle for existence, from earning a living.” Nor were Black liberation activists immune to this vision of freedom.

Here, in an ironic turn, the myth of Black obsolescence became interwoven with its discursive child, the automation discourse. The idea of “automation” gave a new credibility to the myth, encouraging some in the Black freedom struggle to subscribe to the argument that the denigration of the industrial working conditions of Black Americans was, in fact, evidence of social progress, just as the automation discourse persuaded union leaders and New Left activists alike that liberation would be won outside the workplace.

Reprise of the Myth of Black Obsolescence

One of the functions of the midcentury automaton discourse, like the myth of Black obsolescence, was to smuggle a degraded definition of work into a vision of human
progress, persuading activists across movements—from radical feminism to the New Left—to accept worsening working conditions as the result, not of the choices of employers, but the supposedly apolitical development of technology.

It was this element of technological determinism that led James Boggs, Detroit auto worker and Marxist Humanist, to marry elements of the myth of Black obsolescence to the possibility of Black liberation. One of the most inspired interpreters of Marx in American history, Boggs provided a compelling explanation for the persistence of racism in the United States and the weakness of socialist politics. Working with Grace Lee Boggs, Boggs argued that the exclusion of Black workers from skilled industrial jobs had relegated them to a “scavenger role in production.” The creation of this racist, two-tiered working class allowed capital to enmesh white working people in the capitalist order, leading to the persistence of American racism and the continual frustration of a workers’ revolution.

At the same time, Boggs, like the vast majority of his contemporaries, believed that “automation” was a revolutionary technology that would soon abolish human labor in industry and, as was widely accepted at the time, that technological progress inevitably led to the replacement of unskilled and semiskilled white-collar work. “Automation” he wrote, now meant “the inevitability of the workless society.” With the abolition of physical labor, Boggs held, white workers would be elevated from the proletariat to what Daniel Bell called in 1956 the “salariat.” In the late 1960s, New Left thinkers claimed that this would empower the white-collar and college-educated “new working class” to become the agent of the coming revolution.

These ideas played a crucial role in Boggs’s analysis. On the one hand, if “automation” did everything manufacturers, the press, statesmen, and even union leaders said it would, industrial capitalism would have no more need for the labor of Black Americans, and that would make them “just as expendable as the Jews were in Nazi Germany.” On the other, it also seemed to anoint them as history’s vanguard, those with the most incentive to topple the reigning social order and touch off revolution. “It is this exclusion,” Boggs had claimed as early as 1963, “which has given the Negro struggle for a classless society its distinctive revolutionary character.” It was an ironic turn: Black liberation would be premised on the exclusion of Black workers from industry. Boggs’s ideas were enormously influential in the freedom struggle. Huey Newton, co-founder of the Black Panther Party, had largely adopted Boggs’s analysis when he claimed that “automation” had created the material conditions for a revolution of the lumpen-proletariat, led by Black Americans. Point Two of the Party’s “Ten-Point Program” took the automation discourse seriously when it called either for full employment or “a guaranteed income.” Likewise, when Left sociologist Sydney M. Willhelm considered the possibility of a genocide committed against Black Americans in his “Prospective for Black Obsolescence,” the stakes of the discussion were those named earlier by Boggs.

The element of technological determinism in Boggs’s work, however, meant that he also accepted a definition of industrial labor as essentially fit only for machines. In this he was far from alone. In premising liberation on the argument that Black labor was no longer necessary in industrial society, the proponents of a revolution made materially possible by “automation” wandered into strange intellectual territory.
Because the automation discourse equated freedom with freedom from work, its adherents generally agreed that exploitation was inevitable in a certain “stage” of history. To produce civilization, this argument went, someone needed to be exploited, just as Thomas Ewbank had insisted in 1860. Having launched themselves into this new sea of ideas, its proponents ran aground on dangerous reefs of old, for once they argued that work was essentially slave-like, they found themselves writing in defense of slavery itself in principle and, even, historically. Alice Mary Hilton, the left-leaning coiner of the term “cyberculture,” wrote to James Boggs, “Slavery has very little to do with a political system.” Rather, she continued, “slavery is economically conditioned.”

James Boggs sympathized with this argument. “All societies at one time or another have had slaves,” he wrote to Hilton. It was only now, because of “this stage of industrial development,” that “maintaining the slavery of jobs” was “no longer necessary.”

Boggs was not alone in this rhetorical concession. The defense of slavery as an apolitical and necessary condition of economic development became common practice in midcentury America. Thinkers across the political spectrum arguing in the vein of the automation discourse defended slavery. “Our economic system has come of age,” James Charlesworth, the president of the American Academy of Political Science was happy to proclaim. “If we are not fatuously to conclude that we should work for machine instead of making machines work for us, we must consider all of the little and big iron men as our slaves and ourselves to be entitled to a demigodlike personal development.”

Futurist and left-liberal Robert Theobald wrote, “It is not hyperbole to suggest that we could be the modern Greeks, with mechanical slaves to take the place of human toil.” These thinkers concluded that, by way of “automation,” it was now possible to make slavery compatible with true democracy. “Today’s slaves, the machines,” wrote W. H. Ferry, also a left-liberal stalwart of the era, “are creating a new class that democratic theory never wound into its calculus.”

Inspired by the prophecies of house-cleaning robots, Daniel Bell agreed with a report filed by the RAND Corporation that by the year 2100 robots would be available for purchase and could serve as “household slaves.” Only in the middle of the twentieth century did the master/slave metaphor become an engineering commonplace, the first US patent to use the language filed in 1959. Joseph Engelberger, developer of one of the first industrial robots, described the usefulness of his invention, the Unimate (then operating on the floor of several General Motors factories): “Since we can’t have slaves or kick around black people anymore, the robot serves that purpose.” Just as crassly, a 1957 article in Mechanix Illustrated began: “In 1863, Abe Lincoln freed the slaves. But by 1965 slavery will be back! We’ll all have personal slaves again, only this time we won’t fight a Civil War over them. Slavery will be here to stay.”

As one might imagine, many wings of the Black freedom struggle refused to think in these terms. A. Philip Randolph, Bayard Rustin, Martin Luther King Jr., as well as Johnnie Tillmon and the leaders of the National Welfare Rights Organization, took a less technologically determinist idea of work, demanding instead “Jobs and Freedom.” While Randolph spoke of “automation” during his address at the March on Washington, acknowledging it as a problem for working people, still he could not accept the degraded notion of embodied human labor for which the discourse was
so handy a vehicle. His career as a labor organizer had led him to the position that degraded work became better, not through mechanization, but through workers’ control. It was for that reason that the motto of the Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters read “Service not Servitude.”

Likewise, King believed that workers’ control, rather than the mechanical abolition of work, was the path to liberation. It was this conviction that allowed him to argue before an assembly of unionizing sanitation workers—people who handled garbage for a living—that “all labor has dignity,” so long as the people doing the work also had power over it. When Johnnie Tillmon and the National Welfare Rights Organization called for a guaranteed annual income for mothers with young children, it was in order to recognize the value of labor that, though essential, often went completely uncompensated. That was why she called on the president of the United States to issue “a proclamation that women’s work is real work,” and for the federal government to pay women for it. This was a far cry from the essentially degraded notion of physical labor implied in both the myth of Black obsolescence and the automation discourse. Necessity in and of itself did not produce oppression, or so these thinkers held. Hierarchy did. The fault lay with politics, not nature.

**Unemployment and the False Promise of Job Training**

Despite the many exaggerations of the midcentury automation discourse, Boggs and Newton had good reason to worry about rising unemployment among Black Americans. Surely enough, by the mid-1950s chronic under- and unemployment...
had become the perennial scourge of Black industrial laborers it would remain for the rest of the century. Between 1960 and 1964, eighty-thousand Black manufacturing workers, 8 percent of the total, lost their jobs in New York. Job loss for Black industrial workers swept the Midwest. Over the same period, Chicago, Detroit, and Cleveland each shed an average of ten thousand Black manufacturing employees. Although with deindustrialization both Black and white workers suffered job loss, the unemployment rate remained consistently higher for Black workers. While the unemployment rate for all workers in Detroit in 1970 came in at about 6.9 percent, for Black workers it was 9.8. In 1980, unemployment for Black workers in Detroit was double the average unemployment rate in the city.

Real though the scourge of unemployment was for Black workers in the second half of the twentieth century, and though job loss in many workplaces followed technological changes to the labor process, that job loss was not a simple story of technological determinism. It causes could not simply be reduced to “automation,” but were instead manifold and complex: the de-industrialization of northern cities, crises in profitability, recession, incipient globalization, the racist organization of the labor market, and, sure enough, in some industries, mechanization. In some cases, what managers called “automation” indeed replaced workers with mechanical action. But often enough, the postwar mechanization of labor reduced the number of jobs in a shop while also increasing the intensity of human labor that remained, undercutting the supposed “labor-saving” powers of the new machines by speeding up those still on the line, or as one critic put it, the “new automation speedup.” While the speedup touched all line workers, across the country it hit Black industrial workers the hardest. In the automobile industry, the sector that gave birth to the word “automation,” members of the League of Revolutionary Black Workers claimed that for the Black worker, “the pressure of production never ceases . . . because of the super exploitation of black labor, profits in autos have soared.”

For the most part, lawmakers answered the prospect of increased unemployment with half-measures. Rather than the legal right to a job or a guaranteed basic income, the Kennedy and Johnson administrations answered with a program of vocational training, passed under the banner of the Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 (MDTA). In providing training but not paid jobs, the program’s designers presumed that the cause of rising unemployment lay not with the structure of the economy itself but rather the personal shortcomings of workers. Because of a lack of education and a “culture” of poverty, the argument went, in a rehash of the myth of Black obsolescence, individuals were ill-equipped to take part in industrial society. After all, had not the boosters of “automation” promised the coming of a raft of highly-skilled, technical, well-paying jobs? Alas, the inflated claims of the automation discourse did not become reality, and the jobs failed to appear at their appointed hour. Instead, individuals received training only to remain unemployed, but now with new and equally unwanted skills. A million people took part in the MDTA and six hundred thousand completed a full course of vocational training under its auspices, yet, as a 1968 report concluded, “There is no evidence that the unemployment rate is appreciably lower than it would have been had the program never existed.”
Some organizations in the Black freedom movement participated enthusiastically in government-sponsored vocational training programs. White craft workers had excluded Black apprentices from craft work like construction and plumbing, and organizations like the National Urban League used the MDTA to secure Black Americans access to alternative apprenticeship programs. Still, this was not an answer to the “automation speedup” of semiskilled industrial workers that led to both increasing hardship on the job and rising unemployment.

Take for example the meatpacking industry, which employed a particularly large number of Black workers, and where a constellation of changes both technical and organizational undermined the position of unionized line workers. Companies decentralized production away from the union strongholds of the urban North and placed factories in the rural right-to-work South. Apart from a few highly-mechanized pieces of apparatus (like the Anco Can Pak Puller that aided in skinning carcasses), most of the technical changes to the labor process came in the form of the introduction of power tools with which workers could butcher animals. At the time, observers called this plethora of innovations, “automation.” By the last quarter of the century these changes would culminate in the destruction of the United Packing Workers of America (UPWA). They would not, however, result in the substitution of human labor with machines. Well into the early twenty-first century, meatpacking remains a labor-intensive and often physically-grueling industry that employs often the most marginalized workers.

In 1959, the leadership of the UPWA, along with the Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Workmen, bargained with the meatpacking company Armour to establish the Armour Automation Committee. Functioning under the widely held premise that technical changes to the labor process would replace semiskilled industrial labor with highly-skilled technical jobs, the committee was to offer positions at new plants or vocational training in another trade entirely for workers supposedly laid off by new machines. The program was not a success. Ralph Helstein, president of the UPWA, called it a “façade of humaneness and decency that would conceal a ruthless program of mass termination of employees of long service and cynical manipulation of the natural fears of its employees to accomplish drastic cuts in wages and working conditions.” The Bureau of Labor Statistics found that the promise of vocational training did little to offset the hardship faced by laid-off workers. When Armour shuttered a plant and moved it halfway across the country, the workers who remained could not count on the spontaneous generation of thousands of “good” jobs. The result, in the words of the bureau, was that “no amount of contact or promotion is likely to produce any significant number of jobs in a period when unemployment is steadily rising.” And for those who did manage to find jobs, they were by no means more highly skilled or better paying than the ones they had lost. Rather, these workers were “likely to suffer a substantial drop in earnings.” The bureau found that this was especially true for female workers, workers of color, and above all Black workers. “In such a period [of high unemployment],” said the Bureau, “discrimination in hiring on the basis of age, sex, and race becomes more evident.”

The fault lay not in the stars of individual workers. The mere act of vocational training without an income or job guarantee did little, perhaps nothing to compensate Black workers when the source of the trouble was management’s decision to
decentralize production and speed up those employees who remained. “What you were doing,” Helstein related bitterly, “was training people so that they could be unemployed at a higher level of skill, because they couldn’t get jobs.”

Conclusion
It should therefore give us pause that as recently as 2019, McKinsey, in its report on “The Future of Work in Black America,” suggested helping Black Americans “through shifting [their] education profiles to align with growing sectors, engaging companies and public policy makers in developing reskilling programs, and redirecting resources to ease the transition as automation changes the landscape for African American workers.” In recent years, newly laid-off workers have spoken of this derisively as the “learn to code” plan, where, in exchange for hours of unpaid autodidactism, they are asked to trust that jobs will spontaneously appear as they never have before in the long history of both publicly and privately funded vocational training.

As for McKinsey’s plan to “strengthen local economies,” the report recommends that rather than a guaranteed income or direct jobs-creation program, the best way to help unemployed Black workers is through the establishment of tax-shelter “opportunity zones” where tax breaks will “direct capital to underserved areas, many of which are African American communities.” As it happens, the Internal Revenue Service is quick to assure those interested in taking advantage of these zones that a business owner is by no means required to “live, work, or have an existing business” in one of these zones in order to enjoy a lower tax rate. “All you need to do is invest the amount of a recognized eligible gain in a QOF [Qualified Opportunity Fund] and elect to defer the tax on that gain.” This, evidently, is the managerial class’s best, most direct plan of action to improve the fortunes of Black working people in the United States of America—to lower public investment in their communities.

Despite the claims that “automation” had rendered Black labor obsolete, Black workers remained essential in the United States well into the twenty-first century. The myth of Black obsolescence had served as a forerunner of the automation discourse, and the two have long since become inextricably entangled. The myth provided a rhetorical template for the practice of blaming workers themselves, rather than the owners of capital, for the exploitation of labor. As with the automation discourse, the myth helped to hide discursively the presence of human labor in the industrial economy.

This was self-evidently the case in the meatpacking industry, as discussed above. Despite claims by management since the 1950s that “automation” would do away with human labor in the industrial slaughter and butchering of animals, meatpacking remains, to this day, labor-intensive. “Line speed varies depending on the type of product,” said a senior official at Tyson Foods in the early 2000s. “Line speed mainly regards evisceration lines, and that is regulated by the USDA [United States Department of Agriculture]. The historical standard was 70 [animals] per minute, but it has increased with automation to 120 per minutes. It’s all automated now; there is much less hand work. We are constantly trying to automate.” While indeed line speeds have most certainly increased, by no means is this work “automated.”
Speed up of human labor has remained the watchword of industrial slaughter and butchering. According to Human Rights Watch, by 2004, meatpacking was one of the most dangerous jobs in the United States. The chief source of the dangers posed by the job, the report found, was, “line speed.” Without apparently noting the contradiction, the report read, “The sheer volume and speed of slaughtering operations in the meat and poultry industry create enormous danger. Workers labor amid

Figure 2. As part of downtown Detroit’s ongoing ‘revitalization,’ an advertisement exhorting passersby to learn to code. Author photograph, January 10, 2022.73
high-speed automated machinery moving chickens and carcasses past them at a hard to imagine velocity: four hundred head of beef per hour, one thousand hogs per hour, thousands of broilers per hour, all the time workers pulling and cutting with sharp hooks, knives, and other implements." The work was "automated," and yet grueling physical work remained.

As the meatpacking industry was progressively de-unionized and the work degraded, owners lowered pay and re-gendered the labor. In addition to the increasing number of immigrant and undocumented laborers hired in the business, in the last quarter of the twentieth century, meatpacking workers were increasingly Black and female. LaGuana Gray's study of Black poultry workers in the South testifies to the "phenomenal speed up" of this work. "Not too many white women are going to get dirty the way they [management] expected us to," recalled Trinity Mays, a Black woman who worked at the El Dorado meat processing plant in Arkansas at the end of the last century. "They act like [white women] wouldn't be able to stand it, but if they can't stand it, how can we? It tells you what they think about us." According to Vivian West, also a poultry worker, "The machinery made the jobs harder because the machines stay [broken] a lot. Then, in the process of running the line so fast, trying to keep up with the machines, your joints and things would get tired and hurt." West continued, "They don't expect the human body to break down." Said Bella Dawes, another worker, also Black and also a woman: "You ain't nobody. You just a machine getting done what they want done."

Clearly, Bella Dawes was somebody, and in terms both economic and humane, somebody important. Regardless of the claims of employers and masters for the better part of two hundred years, Black and a woman, Dawes was also an essential industrial worker. Despite the myth of Black of obsolescence, Bella Dawes was neither a machine nor an insensible piece of mechanism. She was a human being, and she was working. At just the moment managers claimed she was lost in the backwash of technological progress, her labor remained absolutely crucial to that progress. In fact, it was because her labor and the labor of other Black Americans was so valuable that managers claimed she had little to offer industrial civilization. To recognize her contribution would have meant paying her far more, in both dollars and respect, than the blind pursuit of profit would allow. This was the automation discourse; this was the myth of Black obsolescence.
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